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And remember that though heredity may be said to place
limitations, probably no child or individual of any ago has ever
yet reached his limits, and that there is always room for im-
provement in parental influence and rare and in environmental
surroundings. The thought certainly is one to spur every parent
in the fear of God to do his best,
How May the Parent Give His Best? What a parent gives
to his child in spiritual and cultural atmosphere, in example, in
inspiration, in guidance, is so much a matter of character ami
self-mastery on the parent's part that until humanity reaches a
state of perfection not yet attained, we must feel that with every
effort there will still be weak points in any child's upbringing;
that is, every child's environment might be improved. Perfec-
tion is never reached. The best possible is never given any
child, even by those of us who reiterate, ul have done my best/*
Surely it seems we have, but until every parent is absolutely and
always on top in his spiritual and character experience, his child
cannot be said to have had the best that he might have* had,
Just as we must admit our imperfections, so must wo grant that
our child has suffered lack because of them.
However, such definite and marked results are continually
seen as the result of something like right care ami training that
our courage rises, and we have come to have confidence and to
expect very definite things for our children. The child who has
had in his home, during his early years, somewhere near the
right physical care and mental training, with proper emotional
and spiritual influences more or less continually about him,
shows the results of this when he reaches manhood or woman*
hood. To the end of this accomplishment should every father
and mother bend their energies that their children may have us
nearly as possible the chance that is their due.
Every parent longs for his child to have this opportunity.
For this he would give his life if it should come as an cnwrKt'ncy
measure. The big test lies in holding to this ideal in the hunt-
drum of daily living, for it is the day-by-day program that
counts and that makes or breaks our children,
The Difficulty of Reaching Ideals, So if some good man's
son goes to the dogs, don't blame principles of training or deny

